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At Kubota, we’re committed to doing everything we can to protect the environment and especially the water that affects us all. That’s why 
we’re taking our decades of wastewater treatment experience and bringing it to the onsite wastewater market. Our Johkasou treatment 
systems utilize our best in class membrane technology to produce water quality unmatched by any competitor. This means your onsite 
wastewater system can now become a resource rather than a burden.

Kubota’s Johkasou treatment systems offer owners a number of advantages when compared to conventional onsite treatment systems. 
First, our Johkasou come as a self-contained packaged system housed in an FRP tank. This approach allows owners to realize significant 
cost savings when it comes to installation. Next, the incredibly small footprint of our systems means that you, as a property owner, can 
utilize more of your land for development rather than for wastewater disposal. Another advantage our Johkasou offers is a fully automated 
system that ensures your time will be spent focusing on what’s important to you rather than worrying about the day to day performance 
of your system. Finally, the advanced technology and design of our Johkasou systems allows for the virtual elimination of BOD, TSS, total 
nitrogen and total phosphorus meaning now there’s the possibility of reusing the effluent from your system rather than simply disposing 
of it.

Never settle for less than the best
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